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Company: Future Engineering Recruitment Ltd 

Location: Acton

Category: architecture-and-engineering

Wireman 

Acton 

£28,000 - £30,000 Basic + Great Working Environment + Stability + Optional Overtime

+ Early finishes + Holidays + Pension 

Are you an experienced wireman looking to join a company focused on being a great

place to work in a clean environment? If so, you will benefit from working in a team

environment while increasing your knowledge working on bespoke specialist products. Be

appreciated for your work whilst working with like minded individuals. 

The company specialises in the design, manufacturing and supply of bespoke electromagnetic

components and products. Due to continued increase in demand, they are looking to bring in an

additional wireman to join their growing team. Feel valued through hard work and gain

recognition when doing a great job. 

Your Role As A Wireman: 

* Wireman role - fine wiring.

* Read and follow electrical drawings / wiring diagrams / schematics

* Carry out a variety of panel wiring, soldering and other electrical engineering tasks. 
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* Working with wires of 80 micron diameter. 

The Successful Wireman Will Have: 

* Experience as a fine wire technician / wireman / electronic engineer / electrical assembly

technician or similar 

* The ability to read and interpret electrical drawings / wiring diagrams

* Expert level soldering skills

* Knowledge of panel wiring / electrical wiring or similar

* Live commutable to Acton, London 

Please apply or contact Sam Eastgate for immediate consideration 

Keywords: Wireman, wireperson, fine wire technician, wire person, wire man, wirewoman,

electrical wiring, soldering, electronic, fine wiring, Electrical engineer, Electrical fitter, Electrical

technician, Electrical assembler, Acton, London, West London. 

This vacancy is being advertised by Future Engineering Recruitment Ltd. The services of

Future Engineering Recruitment Ltd are that of an Employment Agency. 

Please visit our website to view other positions we are currently handling. 

Future Engineering Recruitment Ltd can only accept applications from candidates who have

a valid legal permit or right to work in the United Kingdom. Potential candidates who do not have

this right or permit, or are pending an application to obtain this right or permit should not

apply as your details will not be processed. 

We will endeavour to respond to all applicants however due to the sheer volume of

response, we can only guarantee that candidates who have been shortlisted will be

contacted.

Apply Now
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